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A method is proposed Tor the sclafive elimination of in~ramolccular wbralional redwribunon (IVR) in polyalomic 

molecules by using a strong resonant laser excitation. When the Rabi frequency is larger than the Irquenq spread of an 

isolated group of molecular eigenstale IVR prw se totally suppressed. and the molecule simply oscdlales beluecn the 

ground stale and Lhe doorway skle The melhoL may have direct implkahons on laser-s.&c~ive chetistry. 

Laser excitation ofpolyatomic molecules (whether 
infrared or optical) is usually selective for short ties. 
The dipole operator often has strict selection rules, 
which limit the states directly accessible to a small 
fraction of the available phase space. As time evolves, 
however, intramolecular vibational redistribution 
(IVR) processes take place, and the initial selectivity 
is lost [l-3] _ The chemical timing spectroscopy of 
Parmenter et al. [4] and experiments; which are both 
time- (picosecond) and frequency-resolved in super- 
sonic beams [5,6], demonstrate this unambiguously. 
They show how the emission of an excited poly- 
atomic molecule is simple and sharp at short times, 
which is characteristic of the doorway state. This 
simplicity 1s lost, however, at longer times, following 
the IVR processes_ The basic problem in laser-selective 
chemistry is to find a method to overcome the lVR 
processes and to maintain the optical selectivity for 
times long enough for chemical processes to take 
place. In the absence of such a method, laser-induced 
chemical processes become statistical in nature and 
lose their selectivity. This is the situation, e.g., in the 
infrared multiphoton dissociation studies of poly- 
atomic molecules [1,2]. 

In this Lettef, we propose a way to ehminate IVR 
processes and achieve a laser-selective excitation by 
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using a strong on-resonance laser field. When the Rabi 
frequency of the excitation field is strong enough, we 
show that it will be selective and may overcome the 
IVR processes. We consider a molecular level scheme 
consisting of a vibronic ground state lg) which is 
radiatively coupled to a single doorway state Is>. The 
latter is, in turn, coupled via an intramolecular cou- 
pling V, to a manifold {lZ>) ofNlevels quasidegen- 
erate with Is). The state 1s) and theN j-10) states are 
assumed to form an isolated group of molecular 
states, well separated from all other molecular states. 
We shall assume that 1s) and {lZ>J are harmonic states, 
belonging to the same electronic state, and V, are 

anharmonicities. The model may correspond also to 
other physical situations, such as electronic to vlbra- 
tional energy transfer, whereby Is) and {I/>) belong to 

different electronic states, and V, are non-adiabatic 
or spin-orbit coupling. We further assume, that the 
molecule interacts with a strong monochromatic laser 
field with frequency wL_ The total Hamiltonian for 
the molecule and the radiation field in the rotating 
wave approximation is C2.71 

H=H()+V, 

where 

(1) 

(14 
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and 

V= T (V,IIS)(ll + V,,Il)(sl) - (lb) 

Here E,. Es. arid El are the energies of these states, 
@ is tlic transition dipole times the electric field, and 
Vd is the intramolecular coupling_ The Hamiltonian 
H,-, (eq. (la)) can be diagonahzed exactly, resulting in 

where the eigenstates are 

l$+> = co&) lg) + sill&i) Is) , 

162 =-sin&) I@ + co&J) Is) 

and where 

(34 

(3b) 

tan 8 = 2ti/(Eg + oL - E,) , (4.4 

E,=E,a;R, (4b) 

C2 = [(wsg - wL)2 + 4&5’2] II2 , (44 

E,,, = $(Eg +E, + q) , (4-d) 

(2) 

G! being the Raby frequency, We assume near reso- 
nance excitatron, so that Err, = E,. Let us consider 
now the limit of a strong resonant excitatron, i.e. 

FrE=+g-WL* V.lz~r[r (5) 

where weB s E, - E, In thrs case, B = rr]2, re- 
sulting in 

I#+> = 2 -l&Is) + lg)) , (6a) 

M_> = 2-1/Q) - lg)) (6b) 

and 

!z?=2&E. (6c) 

Suppose the molecule is initially in the ground staie 
I&_ At time f = 0 the radiation field is turned on. The 
molecular wavefunction at time t will then be given by 

l*(r)) = @f) lg) , (7) 

where U(r) is the time evolution operator 

U(t) = exp(-iHt) _ 00 

We shall be interested in the time-dependent prob- 

490 

abihty of the molecule to be in the states jg), Is), and 
in the quasicontinuum {II>), i.e. 

P,(t) = I(glU(t)ldl2 I (pa) 

P,(t, = I<slwm9I~ WI 

and 

p!(r) = p WIrr(t)l@l2 - (94 

In order to show how the selective elimination of 
IVR takes place, we shall rewrite v(t) in the inter- 
action picture [7] : 

U(t) = exp(-ilYt) = exp(-iH0r) exp, -I ( - [dr WI),. 

where V,(T) IS V in the interaction picture, (10) 

V,(7) = exp(dY& V exp(-IH& (1 la) 

and exp, is the positive time-ordered exponential 

exp,(-iBdrV1(7))=1--ijdrVl(r) 
0 

+(-i)2 j drl _/’ dr2 VI(rl) Vl(72) + . . . . Cllb) 
0 0 

Making use of the Magnus expansion [8], we can re- 
arrange eq. (10) in the form 

V’(r) = exp(-iHot) exp [fir) ] i (12) 

where 

fit) = -i j dr VI(r) 

Y-1 
-id=’ j- 1 ~~~[VI@I),W~~)I + --- - 0W 

0 0 

In order to evaluate eq. (12) explicitly, we shall use 
the eigenstates of Ho, so that 

V,(T) = F Vst exp(io,lr) 

X [IsNll co&S%) + l@Ul sin] + h.c., (13) 

wherewrrrz~Em -El.Forasuongfield C! > Vsr, urnI 
(eq. (5)). In thi s case, the oscillation frequency of 
VI (i-e. SL) rs much larger than the magnitude of VI 
(i-e. Vs>- The time integrals (eq. (12a)) on the rele- 
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vant time scale r- Vsil then vanish, and F(t) is being 

averaged to zero. The effect of V, can be made as 
small as desirable by rncreasing Q_ In this limit, we 
therefore get 

F(r)==0 (l4a) 

and 

U(t) = exp(-i&t) . (14b) 

7d was therefore averaged to zero. Makmg use of eqs. 
(2). (12) and (14) we fmally get 

Ps(t) = sir?(:s2t) , (Isa) 

P,(r) = cos*(:m) (15b) 

and 

P#)=O - (15c) 

The population simply oscillates rapidly hetween 
levels tsI and ]g), and levels {In) are never populated. 
Under these conditions, IVR processes, which would 
normally populate the {lZ>) manifold, are totally 
eliminated. The elimination of IVR is analogous to 
the selective averaging in magnetic resonance [9] and 
to the elimination of T2 processes in strong radiation 
fields [lo,1 11. For the sake of comparison, let us 
consider the same molecular system interacting with 
a weak and pulsed radiation field, i.e. 

ti = N(t) exp(-iwLt) + cc. , (16) 

where &(r) denotes the transition dipole times the 
field amplitude. In this case, to lowest order in the 
field amplitude Q(t), we have [12] : 

P,(t) = Ic,(t)l* , (17a) 

q(t) = F Ic&)12 (17b) 

and 

Pa(r) = 1 -P,(r) -PI(r) > (17c) 

where the amplitudes C, and CZI are given by 

C,(r) = -i 1 dr G.&r) exp [-i(Eg + wL)(r - T)] 
0 

x @J(r - 7) > (184 

Cl,(r) = -ivZls i dr exp [-iE1.(r - T)] C,(T) _ Wb) 
0 

T’he Green’s function G,,(T) may be calculated 
using the molecular eigenstates ij>, which diagonalize 
the molecular HamiltonianHM (eq. (1) with p = 0) 

+ f= (v,~lsN I + ~,lml) , 

i.e. 

Li)=qls)+ C@lZ) I 

and where 

G,,(s)= Cl,12 
j 

exp(--dT,r) _ 

(19) 

m3) 

(2Ob) 

(21) 

(22) 

Eqs. (17). (18) and (22) usually predict fast IVR pro- 
cesses, whereby the excited-state population relaxes 
to the quasicontinuum, and PI grows with time. This 
ib in marked contrast to eqs_ (15), which predict no 
IVR in the presence of a strong radiation field. 

In order to illustrate the variation of IVR with the 
Rabi frequency, we have performed some numerical 
computations_ We considered a level scheme consist- 
ing of 100 equally spaced ]Z> levels. The excitation 
frequency was turned on resonance with the doorway 
state, and the coupling matrix elements YsZ were 
taken to be random variables bounded between ?W, i.e. 

-~A<E~<~A, -w~v,,~w. (231 

We have chosen A = 100, W = 3, and the spacing be- 
tween adlacent iZ> levels was l_ HM was diagonalized 
numerically, resulting in the eigenvectors k> and 

eigenvalues Ej. 
The ordinary (weak field) absorption lineshape of 

this system is 

and is shown in fig. 1. In fig. 2 we show P](t) calcu- 
lated for a conventional 6 function excitation (@(7) = 
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0 

Fig. 1. The absorption lineshape (eq. (24)) for our model 
system with 100 In levels A = 100. W = 3. A radiative width 
y = 05 uras assumed for all levels. 

z 
1 
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t 

Fig. 2. pi(r) For a short pulsed excitation, where P,(O) = 1 
(eq. (25b))_ The level scheme is the same as in fs. 1 with 7 4). 

Fig. 3a 
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ps 

Fig. 3. (a) Ps(r). &Jr). and &‘firJ (eq. (9)) for the model system off&. 2 with n - 3 (left coIumn) and n = 20 (right column). IVR 
is clearly seen. (b) Same as (a) but for n = 50 (left column) and n = 70 (right column). The lVR is totally eliminated in these 
Qses. 

6(~) in eq. (18a)). In this case, we prepare the door- 
way state at f = 0, ps(0) = 1, and we have 

P,(r) = IG,&)P (25a) 

and 

PI(r) = 1 - IG,,(O12 , (2-1 

where G,,(f) is given by eq. (22). It is clear from fig. 
2 that On a time scale oft 2: 0.1 IVR is esentially 
completed, and the population relaxes to the {II>) 
manifold. In fig. 3 we consider a stationary excitation 
field with a Rabi frequency of SL = 3,20,50, and 70. 
The calculations were made using eqs. (9), and U(t) 
was evaluated by diagonalizing the HamiltonianH 
(eq. (1)) corresponding to the molecule and the radia- 
tion field. For small Rabi frequencies (S2 = 3,20) 

there is-a fast IVR, and P’r) oscillates around 1 _ This 
is qualitatively similar to fig 2. As 51 is Increased, the 
IVR is suppressed, and the a = 70 case behaves close- 
ly to what is predicted by eqs. (15). In fig. 4 we show 
Pi(t) for several values of SL. Fig. 4 demonstrates that 
the elimmation of IVR occurs quite sharply, as s1 
becomes comparible to $A, since then the eigenstates 
I#+) and I@_) with eigenvalues dS2 are detuned out- 
side the range A. This state of affairs may provide an 
opportunity for performing laser-Mective chemistry, 
since the selectivity is maintained for very long times. 
(As long as the excitation field is on ) A second laser 
field, which interacts with the Is> state, may result in 
a selective predissociation, isomerization, etc without 
the participation of the {II>] manifold. 
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Fig. 4 Pi(r) for various values of Xt (indicated m each plot). 
Other parameters zre the mrne as of f?r. 2. (b) demonstrate; 
that the elmnation or lVR with n occurs sharply as a - gA. 
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